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POLICE ACTION PLAN AGAINST 
TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS 

FOR SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
 PURPOSES

YOU ARE  NOT 
ALONE
SUPPORT TO 

TRAFFICKING VICTIMS  

900 10 50 90

DO NOT BE A TRAFFICKING ACCOMPLICE, 
YOUR REPORT CAN BE HELPFUL.

trata@policia.es



Trafficking in human beings 
for sexual exploitation 
purposes is the slavery of the 
XXI century. 
Every time this crime is 
committed, human rights 
of individuals are violated, 

impairing not only people’s freedom and dignity but 
also their physical and emotional integrity.

Rights that you are 
entitled as a victim:

1.- To become a protected witness. (You will be 
granted police protection, if necessary).

2.-  To receive the assistance and help foreseen for 
victims of violent crimes.

3.- To apply for compensations and subsidies that 
you are entitled to.

4.- The relevant public bodies will provide you with 
accommodation, food, psychological, medical and 
legal care.

If you are an alien, with irregular immigration status 
in Spain, you will also: 

5.- Have a recovering and reflection period of thirty 
days to decide if you are willing to cooperate with 
police  and judicial authorities; besides during this 
period:

•You will be permitted to stay in Spain.

•No aliens file will be instituted, and if any, it will 
be suspended, as well as the execution of issued 
expulsion or returning sentences.

6.- Right to obtain either the assisted return to your 
origin country, or residence and work permits, at 
your choice.

 -  Do you identify with any of the below situations? Or 
do you know anybody who may be suffering them?

-  Your personal identification documents are held by 
other people without your consent.

- You are suffering physical, sexual or psychological 
abuses.

- You have being deceived, coerced and/ or abused, 
aiming at forcing you to any type of exploitation.

- You are exerting 
prostitution for someone 
else’s benefit.

You can be a trafficking 
victim and not to be aware


